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HEADLINES
School’s done, but
summer’s just begun

If you’re staying in the area for the summer,
Grant County and its neighbors will host
a plethora of entertaining festivals and
events celebrating Indiana, their towns
and the great season of summer. Page 3

Spacing out

The Russian government is responding
to U.S. sanctions by threatening to
end cooperation on the International
Space Station. Page 4

Zombies, hackers and
antigravity karts

Warm up your thumbs! Check out the video
games coming out this summer. Page 5

Graduates extend
community through
service and sports
Seniors prepare continue their
community through their individual career paths. Page 7

Behind-the-scenes with
the narrative films

End
of
an
era
		

Four groups of film majors present
their narrative films this Saturday in
Rediger. Read about the films and the
hard work put into each one. Page 8

Saints serving Marion
More than a soup kitchen, St. Martin
Community Center serves the poor
community of Marion with basic
necessities and love. Page 9

Love out loud

Goodbyes are painful when
followed by regret Page 10

Softball gets
historic win before
getting eliminated

Softball may have been knocked out of
the NAIA National Tournament, but they
didn’t exit before grabbing their first
Nationals win in program history. Page 12

Twelve-year campus pastor Randy Gruendyke will not be back this fall.

Taylor says goodbye
to campus pastor
Randy Gruendyke
Chris Yingling
News Co-Editor

With the academic year coming to a
close, the Taylor family says goodbye
to several prominent members in the
community. Seniors move on to new
chapters in life, hall directors bid farewell to the halls they’ve served dutifully and professors retire after many
years of educating individuals.
This spring, Campus Pastor Randy
Gruendyke and his wife Nancy join
the list of people who depart from
Taylor after years of faithful service to
Taylor’s student body. Gruendyke has
served as campus pastor for 12 years,
making him the longest tenured

pastor in Taylor’s history.
Gruendyke and his family were integrated with the Taylor community
from the start. Having no immediate
family in the Upland area, the Gruendykes frequently hosted students for
holidays and breaks while also serving as a wing connection for wings in
Wengatz, Olson, Samuel Morris and
Gerig halls.
“To us, the Taylor community has
meant family,” Gruendyke said. “Serving as a community connection . . .
has not only enriched our family life
but provided us with meaningful
friendships that endure to the present day.”
Since coming to campus in 2002,
Gruendyke has seen several changes
come to the chapel program, including the ever-revolving chapel coordinators and chapel staff. He finds

many of his most enriching moments
in the many gatherings that are associated with the chapel and spiritual
life on campus. Along with interacting
with students and earning his doctorate from the Beeson Divinity School

“To us, the Taylor community
has meant family. Serving as a
community connection . . . has
not only enriched our family
life but provided us with meaningful friendships that endure
to the present day.”
at Samford University in December
2013, he experienced many opportunities to grow in the Lord and as
a person.
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While studying abroad in Spain, Boehning visited Rome, Italy, for spring break.

Senior sojourner
His time at Taylor has
ended, but Cameron
Boehning continues to
pursue his dream of working
in foreign diplomacy and
visiting as many countries
as the wallet allows
Kaleigh Zierk
Features Editor

Most kids don’t know what they really want to do with their lives. When
asked, answers often include teacher,

veterinarian, doctor, rock star and so
on. One kid, however, wanted to do
something starkly different and is finally getting his chance.
Senior Cameron Boehning recently returned from his internship in the
U.S. Embassy in El Salvador, working
in the consulate section. But his passion for foreign policy started long ago.
Boehning lived in Budapest, Hungary, during his fifth grade year of
school. The new culture opened his
eyes to the differences between countries and sparked a passion within.
“Being so young in fifth grade, I saw
a group of people who didn’t really act

like me, they didn’t talk like me, they
had different priorities, and that was
really good for me at a young age to
see that, because then it opened up
my eyes to there being such a big
world. From then on, I became more
internationally and globally focused
and aware,” Boehning said.
It wasn’t until he attended Taylor
that he understood the specific path
he was going to take to further his international passion.
“Once I got into Taylor it started
funneling down. . . . Politics is such a
hard field, but it’s a really interesting
field that needs Christians, especially
in the realm of international foreign
policy, which is why I fell in love with
this career,” Boehning said.
Boehning is graduating with a
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“Sitting in well over a thousand
chapels and Sunday night gatherings
( for example, Vespers and Sunday
Night Community), and most under
the proclamation of God’s Word, has
been a wonderfully growing experience,” Gruendyke said. “Of course,
my doctoral work helped me grow in
a variety of ways, especially in rekindling my sympathies for the rigors of
being a student.”
Gruendyke has loved being campus
pastor for the entirety of his tenure.
He’s enjoyed the opportunity to meet
renowned speakers while enriching
the lives of those around him.
“Introducing our community to
new speakers from across the country and around the world has always
been fun,” said Gruendyke. “Walking
alongside men and women in their
Era continued on page 2

double major in international studies and communication. His international experiences during Taylor
include studying abroad in Spain and
Bolivia, interning in El Salvador, and
visits to South Korea, Italy, Honduras, and Guatemala. Throughout his
life, Boehning was able to remember
over 13 different countries he has either visited or lived in, though he admitted he may have forgot one or two.
Each of these international experiences brought Boehning new challenges and insights.
“Taylor’s Semester in Spain program was a great experience that
really challenged me linguistically.
Because of that experience and taking 17 credit hours only in Spanish,
not being allowed to speak English in
the university, that forced me to speak
the language, and then it opened up
the doors for me to eventually work
in Bolivia, and then intern in the U.S.
Embassy in El Salvador. Spain kind
of laid the foundation linguistically
for me to be able to succeed,” Boehning explained.
After his return from Spain, Boehning wanted to continue immersing
himself in the Spanish culture. So, he
started going to a Spanish-speaking
church his junior year.
“Latinos are so loving and they’re
so friendly,” Boehning said. “It was extremely easy to become involved in
the church. I felt like a couple Sundays in and I was already an integral
part. They were excited and expected to see me there every week. I love
that culture and it was cool to be as
involved as I could be. . .”
Senior continued on page 9
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This year, five seniors will remain behind at
Taylor to complete the MAHE program.
Seniors enter MAHE program

May 16, 2014

TOP FIVE NEWS EVENTS OF THE WEEK

Aaron Hernandez charged
in 2012 double homicide
cnn.com

Obama Dedicates 9/11
Memorial Museum
www.nytimes.com

Bangladesh ferry carrying 200
people capsizes near Dhaka
nbcnews.com

Woman’s cancer wiped out...by
measles virus
foxnews.com

Era continued from page 1

commitment to the authority and integrity of the Bible and its relevance
and application for every issue of life,”
said President Eugene Habecker. “I am
equally grateful for the way Nancy and
Randy have engaged with countless students, staff and faculty.”
While the Gruendyke family does not

know what the next step is after Taylor, they are confident that whatever
happens next, the Lord will be there
with them.
“My family and I have great confidence that the Lord does (know what’s
next),” Gruendyke said.
The Taylor community is very

FRIDAY

Beyonce, Jay-Z and Solange speak out
about elevator attack
abcnews.go.com
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Working with and equipping students with the gospel has always been Randy’s favorite part of being campus pastor.

hours of deepest need was always
a privilege.”
The office of the president appreciates the large amount of influence that
Randy has had over the Taylor community and admires a man who engages
with students on a personal level.
“I have always valued Randy’s

2

thankful for the Gruendykes for over
12 years of service to the staff and students of the university.
“I have always appreciated his diligence regarding biblical proclamation
and teaching. His faithful service over
these past 12 years in these areas has set
a high standard for all of us,” Habecker

said. “We pray for the Lord’s continued
blessings on Randy and Nancy as they
prepare for their next place of ministry
and service.”
To celebrate Randy’s years of service,
a service of reception in his honor will
be held in the Rediger Auditorium Atrium on Tuesday, May 20 from 3-5 p.m.

No matter where you

picture yourself,
we have the options
to get you there.

Seniors enter
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After graduation, some seniors can look forward to another year at Taylor.

MAHE program
Five Seniors Intend to
Stay and Pursue an MA
in Higher Education

Demelza Ramirez
Local Editor

Graduation from college is a big
stepping stone in life. Students
move on to bigger things: careers,
family, travel and postgraduate
degrees. For some, this means
moving across the country. For
others, the next step is staying

right where they are.
The Masters of Arts in Higher
Education (MAHE) program
at Taylor University is the
most well-known of the three
graduate programs Taylor offers.
MAHE students are assigned

assistantships during their two
years of study, allowing them
to interact with undergraduate
students through the residence
halls, the TSO or TWO offices and
many other programs.
This year, five seniors will
remain behind at Taylor to
complete the MAHE program.
Emily Stadt, Jason Koh, Erica
Gleason, Celeste Harris and
Beth Hicks come from different
places and have had different
experiences while at Taylor, but
all five agree that MAHE is the
next step in the direction God is
taking them.
St adt, an el em ent ar y
education major from Augusta,
Mich., and current Wolgemuth
PA, has been assigned to the
alumni office. There, she will
work to establish connections

between alumni and the alumni
office. She wants to develop
people and relationships, and
the MAHE program is giving her
the chance to do that.
“I am definitely looking
forward to learning about the
administration side of things,”
Stadt said. “Taylor’s MAHE is
one of the best in the Midwest,
and I think it will prepare
me in being able to develop
relationships with people
through communication, which
is especially why I’m excited
about being in the alumni office.”
Koh, a political science
major from Chicago, Ill., and
senior class president, said he
was prepared to study political
science next, but that through
several events God pulled him
toward the MAHE program.
Seniors continued on page 3

In The Loop
Friday

SUPERNOVA RAVE,
7pm-12 a.m.,
Euler Science Complex

Saturday

NARRATIVE
FILMMAKING
SCREENING, 6-11pm.,
Rediger Chapel
Auditorium

Sunday

JANE BOWELL PIANO
RECITAL, 2-5 p.m.,
SHM Butz-Carruth
Recital Hall

Monday

LAP SWIMMING,
12:15-1:45 p.m.,
EAW Lap Pool

Tuesday

STUDY BREAK,
10-11:59 p.m.,
Hodson Dining
Commons

Wednesday Thursday

CHOROS,
5-7 p.m.,
DC Braden Room A

FINAL EXAMS

LOCAL

Whether you enjoy eating berries by the flat,
or prefer an ice cream sundae or strawberry
shortcake, there will be a tasty treat for
everyone.
School’s done, but summer’s just begun
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“I was meeting with my TSO
supervisor,” he said. “And within
that hour, three different people
suggested the MAHE program to
me, and I felt God was telling me
that this was what I was supposed
to do. So, very last minute, God
changed my plans.”
Koh has been assigned to
be the grad assistant to Men’s
Programming. Like Stadt, he
wishes to communicate, connect
and build relationships with
the people around him. But he
wishes to focus on the current
students at Taylor and develop
their professional calling through
leadership skills.

Graduation from college is a
big stepping stone in life. It
means moving on into the real
world, it means finding jobs,
marrying, getting an apartment.
Erica Gleason, an environmental
science major from Huntington
Beach, Calif., has been assigned to
TSO. While at Taylor, Gleason said
she had the chance to observe the
world around her, to see how much
college is a time of beginnings and
discoveries in who one is as a child
of God. In seeing this, she said she
began to see and understand how
each and every person is called to
his transformative work. Through
MAHE she can invest back into this
process of discovery, a process
that led her to choosing the MAHE
program in the first place.

May 16, 2014

Celeste Harris, a public
relations major from Warsaw,
Ind., will be English Hall’s
assistant director next year.
Though entering the MAHE
program wasn’t on her radar
until this year, serving as WOW
co-director helped her realize
how formational the past few
years had been for her.
“So many people have come
alongside me and guided me
through this time (of college),”
Harris said. “And I want to help
people through it.”
Beth Hicks, a marketing and
management/systems major
from Grand Rapids, Mich.,
has worked with the First Year
Experience program for most of
her years at Taylor. Through this
program, she realized that she
loved working with students in a
university setting. After learning
about the MAHE program, she
started to consider studying
higher education. According
to Hicks, the MAHE program
appealed to her because it
would allow her to mix the
relational and administrative
aspects of working with and
supporting college students.
Hicks has been placed with
the TWO Spring Break Missions
team as grad assistant.
Graduation from college is
a big stepping stone in life.
It means moving on into the
real world, it means finding
jobs, marrying, getting an
apartment. For others, it means
staying right where they are,
but expanding their knowledge
at the same time. Emily Stadt,
Jason Koh, Eric Gleason, Celeste
Harris and Beth Hicks intend to
do just that.

FRIDAY
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Seniors Emily Stadt and Jason Koh will continue their education with Taylor’s MAHE program this fall.

School’s done, but
summer’s just begun
Grant County and its
neighbors host a variety
of summer events
Demelza Ramirez
Local Editor

While traveling and entertainment are fixtures of summer, there
are those who prefer to stay close
to home. For those of you staying
in the Upland area for the summer, certain attractions and festivals may not be on your radar. You

might not realize, but Upland and
its neighbors and preparing to host
a large assortment of summer fun.
Thursdays in the Courtyard is
put on by Main Street Marion and
runs on Thursdays from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m. The event takes place at the
Third Street Courtyard at 119 East
Third Street in Marion. Each week
there will be music, vendors and delicious food.
Every Saturday in May, rain or
shine, the Marion Open Air Market is set up on South Western Avenue in Marion. From 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.

local vendors sell a variety of homemade and homegrown produce and
other items. Seasonal fruits and vegetables are readily available, along
with a collection of garden plants
and other potted flowers to spruce
up a home. Homemade breads and
other baked goods are on sale for
the hungry crowd, and artisan vendors provide handmade crafts, teas,
soaps and coffee.
On June 14, Upland will host a
Blooms and Berries Festival organized by the Upland Lions Club.
Whether you enjoy eating berries

Weather Forecast
Designed by McLean Roberts

Today’s
UV index for Upland: 3-moderate

Weekly high
and low for
Upland
Low 37°

by the flat, or prefer an ice cream
sundae or strawberry shortcake,
there will be a tasty treat for everyone. The festival will also include
live entertainment, various food
and craft vendors, carnival games,
kids’ train rides, pottery-making
demonstrations and even Smile
Seekers clowns. All right in the middle of Upland.
For those who are staying in, or
returning to, the Upland area early
next semester, Van Buren will be
popping with excitement and activity during its Popcorn Festival
from Aug. 14-16. During these three
days there will be fun, food and
free entertainment for the whole
family. Several parades will take
place during the festival: a bike parade, a pet parade and a local parade. The Kernel Klassic 5K Run/
Walk, magic and car shows, carnival rides and all the popcorn you

can eat are just a few of the other
activities the Popcorn Festival will
be hosting.
If you’re more interested in history and motorcycles, the Hog
Daze Motorcycle Rally from Aug.
15-17 in Marion is for you. The
rally will celebrate the history of
motorcycling in Grant/Marion
County. There will be live music, a
hog roast, various field events and
many more activities. On Aug. 16,
the Saturday of the rally, the Anniversary Chasing Tail Memorial
Motorcycle Ride will take place.
If you’re coming from away, bring
your RV or camping gear to take
advantage of available camping
space. The rally takes place at Ballard Field just west of I-69 along
the Mississinewa River and State
Road 18.

Indiana today

The nation today

•
South Bend

•
Seattle

High:  83°

•
Indianapolis
•
New York

•
Salt Lake City

Monthly
precipitation
for Upland
UV Scale
11+
Extreme
8-10 Very high
6-7
High
3-5
Moderate
0-2
Low

•
Evansville

•
Los Angeles

Average
4.22”

•
Washington, D.C.

•
Dallas

Weekly national
high and low
High:  106°
Santa Ana, AZ

•
Atlanta

Low 20°
Flasher, ND

Today

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Showers

Partly Cloudy

Partly Cloudy
10% chance of rain

Mostly Sunny
0% chance of rain

Mostly cloudy

Thunderstorms

Partly Cloudy

55° | 37°

50% chance of rain

60° | 39°

20% chance of rain

65° | 43°

70° | 51°

73° | 59°

10% chance of rain

81° | 62°

30% chance of rain

83° | 56°

10% chance of rain
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The goal of acknowledging privilege is
to be motivated by compassion to work
towards a more just society.
The merit myth

May 16, 2014
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Lost in space?
Russia threatens to
end ISS cooperation
over U.S. sanctions
E. Patrick Neer
Staff Writer

Houston, we have a problem.
Russian deputy Prime Minister
Dmitry Rogozin announced Tuesday that Russia intends to end cooperation with the United States
regarding access to the International Space Station (ISS) in a punitive
response to U.S. sanctions, the Telegraph reported.
This end of cooperation would
come in 2020, the scheduled end of
use for the international orbiting laboratory. This throws a wrench into
projected United States plans to extend the use of the station for four

additional years after 2020.
The ISS is manned by a crew of
American and Russian astronauts.
Due to the retirement of the of the
U.S. Shuttle program in 2011, the United States currently relies on the use
of Russian-built Soyuz spacecraft to
reach the space station. NASA is working with private companies to develop
an alternative “Space Taxi” program
by 2017, but the United States is currently paying Russia $60 million per
person to fly its astronauts up.
In addition to withdrawing from
the ISS, Rogozin explained that Russia
would cease to export NK-33 and RD180 rocket engines to the U.S., limiting
its ability to launch military satellites.
“We are very concerned about continuing to develop high-tech projects with such an unreliable partner
as the United States, which politicizes everything,” Rogozin said at a

Photograph by earthkam.ucsd.edu

The International Space Station is scheduled for use up to 2020,
but the U.S. hopes to eke at least four more years out of it.

THE BIGGER PICTURE

The
merit
myth
Abigail Pollock

World & National Editor

“Privilege” as a buzzword hasn’t hit
the Taylor campus yet, but take it
easy on us—we’re still discovering
feminism.
Privilege is a topic of global interest,
but before we join the conversation,
we need to understand the term. Privilege, according to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, is “a right, advantage
or benefit that is given only to a particular person or group of people.” It is
not a value statement about the identity of an individual, but rather has

to do with the systematic classification of people groups and the way in
which power and wealth are distributed through society.
According to this system, people
are given power and opportunity
based on a combination of subjective, inherited identifying factors
such as race, gender, religious background, culture of parents and access
to education.
In the United States, the critique of
privilege directly counteracts the ideal of the “American dream,” wherein
equal opportunity allows all citizens
to earn rewards based solely on their
proven merit. But we live in an undeniably unjust world. We do not choose
the conditions of our birth or the
ways those circumstances determine
our future. Individual effort does not
account for the circumstances which
may make it easier or more difficult
to achieve our goals.
What do I have that I didn’t earn?
This question will reveal where
your privilege lies. Maybe you can
walk down a street without fear of
being assaulted, or you can easily get
out of a speeding ticket. Maybe you
are able to graduate without debt;

The Russian-made Soyuz spacecraft is the only way to reach the International Space Station.

Photograph by upload.wikimedia.org

news conference.
RD-180 engines are used to boost
the American-made Atlas 5 rockets
manufactured by the United Launch
Alliance (ULA), a partnership between Lockheed Martin and Boeing.
The ULA holds a virtual monopoly on
launching U.S. military satellites.
Rogozin went on to explain that
Russia will be able to continue to use
the station after 2020.
“The Russian segment can exist independently from the American one.
The U.S. one cannot,” he said.
Despite Rogozin’s announcements,
NASA released a statement denying
that it had received any official notification from Russia on changes to the

ISS program, according to CNN.
The U.S. sanctions that sparked
this conflict in space came in response to Russia’s continued presence in the upcoming Ukrainian
presidential election, scheduled for
May 25. U.S. Secretary of State John
Kerry expressed hope that Russia will
play a constructive role, but the U.S.
is also prepared to leverage the existing sanctions against the Russian
tech industry even further, ABC News
reported.
“I say to the Russians and everybody, our hope is to de-escalate. . . .
(But) If Russia or its proxies disrupt
the elections, stand in the way of
the Ukrainian people being able to

exercise their vote, that is when and if
there would be additional sanctions,”
Kerry said.
A senior U.S. State Department official explained that these sanctions
are to serve as a “scalpel rather than a
hammer” to Russian economic interests in vulnerable sectors like banking, energy and defense.
The Russian Foreign Ministry announced on Tuesday that the sanctions from the United States and EU
were an “exhausted, trite approach”
that would only serve to deepen discord between the two powers and
frustrate efforts to defuse tensions
in Ukraine.

maybe you grew up assuming you
would have access to higher education. Maybe you are confident that
you will get a job and earn a salary
equal to that of your coworkers.
Privilege is nuanced and complex.
We each have areas in our life where
we are the beneficiary or the victim
of privilege. Acknowledging privilege
should not undermine legitimate success or effort. Rather, it should allow
for greater freedom in affirming the
diversity in both our own experience
and the experience of others. It means
working together to eradicate the systems of societal injustice which affect
us all.
Privilege is not the same as being
“blessed.” We need to be careful not
to gloss over power systems with religious terminology. Much of life is a
zero-sum game, in which the things
that we are given are taken from those
less powerful or preferenced by society. Privilege is considered oppressive
when it deprives some individuals of
the rights or benefits that others enjoy. It is considered systematic when
society has been historically designed
to protect the wealth and power of
some, at the expense of others.

If my lunch was taken from the
hands of a hungry child and handed
to me, would it be enough to be grateful that I can eat? If my participation
in an unjust system leads me to be
successful, am I blessed?
Jesus used the Sermon on the
Mount to turn the concept of blessing
on its head. Part of the new paradigm
of the kingdom is an understanding
of blessing that is holistic, that applies not to individual happiness but
to the healing of the community. We
are blessed within our participation
in that work.
The goal of acknowledging privilege is to be motivated by compassion
to work towards a more just society.
Peggy McIntosh, famous for bringing the term “privilege” into public
consciousness in the ’80s, stated in
an interview that awareness of privilege “has to do with working on your
inner history to understand that you
were in systems, and that they are in
you.”
Acknowledging the ways in which
societal systems have affected your
identity, life experience and trajectory
will help you understand how those
systems have oppressed you. Looking

past yourself and gaining empathy by
listening to others will allow you to
understand how the same systems
have oppressed them.
Guilt is not constructive, and no
one should ask you to apologize for
privilege you neither asked for nor
earned. We are judged, instead, by the
action we take based on the knowledge we are given. Education creates
responsibility, and nowhere more so
than in institutions of learning.
Blessed are those who hunger and
thirst for righteousness, for they will
be filled.
Make time to listen without defensiveness to the experiences of others,
even when it is uncomfortable. Take
what you learn about privilege and
identify the ways you benefit from it
in your everyday life. Practice daily
acts of resistance by going out of your
way to turn the unjust systems of the
world on their heads; invite voices to
speak that are often ignored, question
corrupt societal norms, live generously and beneath your means.
Use your privilege for the freedom
of others, not the advancement of self.
Blessed are the peacemakers, for
they will be called children of God.

AROUND

THE WORLD
Scotland
Scotland will host the three largest multi-sport event in the
world from 23 July to 3 August. The Commonwealth Games involves athletes from the Commonwealth of Nations, an intergovernmental organization that were mostly territories of the
former British Empire. Although there are 53 members of the
Commonwealth of Nations, 70 teams participate in the Commonwealth Games as a number of British overseas territories,
Crown dependencies, and island states compete under their
own flag. The four Home Nations of the United Kingdom—England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland—also send separate teams.

Brazil
Brazil is host to the 20th FIFA World Cup, an international men’s football tournament, from 12 June
to 13 July. All world champion teams since the first
World Cup in 1930 (Uruguay, Italy, Germany, England, Argentina, France, Spain and Brazil itself)
have qualified for this competition.

BIGGEST CULTURAL EVENTS OF SUMMER 2014

France
The Cannes International Film Festival will take
place from May 14-25. Founded in 1946, it is one of
the most prestigious and publicised film festivals
in the world, and previews new films of all genres,
including documentaries, from around the world.

Spain
The festival of San Fermín, best known for the encierro or running of the bulls, will take place from
July 7-14. This week-long festival, which includes
everything from pyrotechnics to processions, is the
most internationally renowned fiesta in Spain. Over
1,000,000 people come from all over the world to
participate in this festival.

Graphic by Matt Walters
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Google expects to have self-driving cars on
the market within five years.
Nerdster: The road ahead
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Zombies, hackers and antigravity karts
A preview of this summer’s video game releases
Samuel Bolds
Contributor

Photographs by www.ign.com

“Mario Kart 8” — May 30
Platform: Wii U
Rating: E
Price: $59.99
Racing is no longer just about burning rubber: this summer, you can
race off-road and off-land. “Mario Kart 8” is the latest game in the
“Mario Kart” series, with new racing
tracks and antigravity karts that allow racers a new view of the course.
Although this game is limited to the
Wii U, it looks like an enjoyable addition. Other features include new
characters, 12-player online play and
underwater racing. Perhaps Nintendo will redeem themselves after all.

Nerdster

The
road
ahead
Katelyn S. Irons

Science & Tech Editor

Thieves have followed you into a dark
alley. You’re cornered. Pulling a small
device out of your pocket, you say,
“Find me.” Tires squeal around the
corner and a car screeches to a halt
in front of you. This scene is inspired
by the Batman movies of the ’90s, but
autonomous or self-driving cars are
no longer something just in science
fiction and superhero movies.
Not only are self-driving cars currently on the road, but scientists are
working to develop artificial intelligence (AI) that would mimic the human mind and be able to respond to
commands while driving, according
to CNET. Researchers at MIT and Harvard University are working on this
project. Others are wondering what
this will mean for the future of driving and what benefits and risks we
will be exposed to.

“WildStar” — June 3
Platform: PC
Rating: Teen
Price: $59.99 | Monthly Fee: $14.99
Join the world of “WildStar,” the latest MMORPG adventure, and traverse an unexplored planet at the
edge of space. Choose to be an explorer, soldier, scientist or settler.
Stylized graphics combined with
neverending choices of mini-quests,
challenges and surprises make
“WildStar” a fresh take on the typical MMO. With cartoonish appeal
and mild crude humor, this game
appeals to our childish impulses more than games like “World of
Warcraft” would.

Mercury News. The vehicle is able to
create a 3-D map of its environment
to assure no crashes will take place.
Ninety percent of crashes are
caused by human error, according to
Consumer Reports.
“Computers have really good reaction times. They don’t get distracted, drowsy, fall asleep and they don’t
drive drunk,” Dmitri Dolgov, team
lead for the Google self-driving car
software, to told BusinessInsider. According to Dolgov, only one crash has
occurred with a Google car, and it was
when a human was in control.

“The Last of Us: Remastered” — Q3
(July 1-Sept. 30)
Platform: PS4, PS3
Rating: M
Price: $59.99
After an apocalypse destroys most
of civilization, survivors are faced
with plague, hunger and a culture of violence in “The Last of Us.”
Join Joel and Ellie, a warrior and a
young girl, as they fight for their
lives and journey to freedom. This
game was originally released last
summer but has been remastered
as an improved version with better visuals, 60 frames per second,
native 1080-pixel display, director
commentary and downloadable
content. The game strives for realistic shadows and more layers of
texture built into the three-dimensional world. If you’re a huge fan of
the game, investing in the remastered edition will be worth the cost.

“Plants vs. Zombies: Garden
Warfare” — June 24
Platform: PC
Rating: E-10
Price: $29.99
This third-person, multiplayer
shooter provides a new take on
your backyard garden, allowing
you to play as either the defending plants or the attacking zombies. “Plants vs. Zombies: Garden
Warfare” has co-op and competitive multiplayer modes. Among the
different modes the game can be
configured to, Garden Ops allows
several players to choose a plant
as their character as they fight
off zombie hordes through various boss levels. The game has already been released on Xbox 360
and Xbox One. Reviews of the game
are very high on these platforms
and make the PC version look
very promising.

“Watch Dogs” — May 27
Platform: PS4, PS3, Xbox 360 and One
Rating: M
Price: $59.99
Join Aiden Pearce as he fights
against the corrupt government in
his city. “Watch Dogs” takes place in
a near future Chicago, when technology has become a dependency
and almost everything is controlled
using a government operating system. Using your hacker “skillz,” you
can create multi-car pileups and
master the art of sifting through citizens’ personal information to navigate the broken world. This game
highlights how controversial data
mining and digital wiretapping can
be used for evil purposes. It was first
developed for the next generation of
consoles (Xbox One and PS4) with
legacy support for Xbox 360 and PS3
coming later. Trailers for the game
show off the splendid graphics; we
now know what Chicago looked like
before “Divergent.”

“You know what confuses
me?” — Mike Traceur
“There are not enough hours
in the day to list all the things
that confuse you.” — K.I.T.T.
Google expects to have self-driving cars on the market within five
years. Audi, Ford, Toyota and Volvo
are currently prototyping, according
to BBC. Nissan unveiled a car in 2012
named the NSC-2015, but no updates
have come on the car since, according to Engadget.
Future AI
“You know what confuses me?” —
Mike Traceur
“There are not enough hours in the
day to list all the things that confuse
you.” — K.I.T.T.
While the future of autonomous
cars might not contain the sass of
K.I.T.T. from “Knight Rider,” the hope
is that they will utilize graphics in an
attempt to imitate the brain’s visual
cortex. Currently, researchers from
MIT and Harvard University are working on an unfunded experiment with
Linux computers and Nvidia GPUs.
“My long-term dream is to build a
cheap, autonomous, and intelligent
robot-car—like a Batmobile—that, if
successful, could greatly improve security and health,” said Nicolas Pinto,
a Ph.D. student specializing in brain
visualization research at MIT, to CNET.
Perhaps we will never reach the
state of having our robotic cars give
us relationship advice. But I think
civilization will survive.

Current Self-Driving Cars
Self-driving cars made the transition from science fiction to reality
with the creation of crash avoidance
systems. The Ford Fusion is a good
example of a car with these systems.
It has a lane-keeping feature that gently pulls the driver back into his lane
when the car drifts over, a driver alert
that notifies before a potential collision, blind spot sensors and assisted
parking features, according to MSN
Autos. Currently, self-driving cars utilize radar, Lidar, GPS and computer
vision to avoid crashes.
Currently, only three states—Nevada, Florida, California and Michigan—allow driverless cars. And none Check out Science & Tech Online:
of these cars are being used by consumers as of yet. Google’s self-driving
cars are at the forefront of technology. Each car packs $150,000 worth
of equipment including a $70,000 radar-like Lidar system, according to

Degrees in STEM do not automatically guarantee a high-paying job.
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The market equation
A look at how degrees
in science, technology,
engineering and
mathematics really
affect your future
Katelyn S. Irons

Science & Tech Editor

With nearly half of recent graduates
unemployed or underemployed, there
has been a large shift of people now
choosing to go into STEM (science,
technology, engineering and math)
fields, which offer higher employment
rates and pay grades. But going into
STEM is not a quick fix.
One problem is that there is not as
big of a shortage of scientists, technologists, engineers and mathematicians as predicted, according to IEEE
Spectrum, a STEM news source. There
is a glut of workers streaming into the
market, which is creating an imbalance in the system.
It is predicted in the field of computer programming that there are
already too many STEM grads for
the jobs, according to the National

Science Foundation (NSF). Projections for job growth in 2006 to
2016 shows a 4 percent decrease in
computer programming jobs. Lower-level jobs are being streamlined,
replaced by systems developers and
people with higher education than
the typical graduate receives.
Stefan Brandle, computer science
and engineering (CSE) professor at
Taylor, is not concerned for Taylor
graduates, however.
“Our Taylor CSE graduates are not
the typical ‘code monkeys,’ but are
among the best educated and more
competitive than the graduates of
most universities,” Brandle said.
Another potential problem with the
STEM system is that jobs in the field
of science are not proven to earn very
good wages.
Successes in the fields of technology, engineering and mathematics
(TEM) often mislead students into
believing that science is a lucrative
career path, according to The Washington Post.
“Evidence does not suggest that
graduates with degrees in biology earn a wage premium—in fact,

they often earn less than English
majors,” said Mark Schneider, College Measures president. “Graduates with degrees in chemistry earn
somewhat more than biology majors, but they do not command the
wage premium typically sought by
those who major in engineering,
computer/information science
or mathematics.”
Students have to know that going into STEM fields is not going to
solve all their problems. The field is
getting more and more competitive,
even though the number of available
jobs continues to increase.
Currently computer programming
is the only field projected to decline
in number of jobs. Overall U.S. employment is predicted to grow 11
percent and all STEM jobs are projected at 21 percent growth, according to NSF.
Instead of focusing on the global
obsession of the need for STEM, students should focus on doing their
best work and diversifying their experiences to stand out in the market,
according to Robert Charette writer
for IEEE Spectrum.
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“I also think it will be valuable living in
another culture for an extended period
of time.”
An ‘au pair’ summer
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An ‘au pair’ summer
Students share their
upcoming summer job plans
Angelina Burkholder
L&T Co-Editor

photo provided by Cassandra Beck

Cassandra Beck poses with Ella after
attending a Turkish wedding.

As high schools and colleges close
down for the summer, thousands of
students march into the fast food industry for a summer of burger flipping. While many students settle for
the simplest of summer jobs, coming
home with grease-soaked hair isn’t
everyone’s cup of tea.
This summer, Katelin Swartzendruber, a junior elementary education
and TESOL major, is trading a mundane summer for a trip across the
ocean and a dive into vibrant culture.
In Spain she will work as an au pair
for a family with a four-year-old boy.
Since the family already has a nanny,
her sole responsibility will be teaching the child English.
“I know Spanish decently and also
am licensing in TESOL, so it seemed
like a great fit for me,” Katelin said. “I
also feel like this will be a great opportunity to really exercise my faith
and reliance on God.”
Au pairs, a concept originating in
Europe, are foreigners who join a family for a specified amount of time, usually as highly-sought-after tutors or
nannies.

Good summer music
is sometimes hard to
come by. Mix it up a little
by tapping into these
wonderful artists and their
perfect summer jams.

1. “Waves” -Mr Probz
2.“Summer” -Calvin Harris
3.“Beating Heart” -Ellie Goulding
4. “Money on my Mind” -Sam Smith
5. “Hideaway”-Kiesza
6. “West Coast” -Lana Del Rey
7. “Dangerous Love” -Fuse ODG
8. “Nirvana” -Sam Smith

As part of her student-teaching requirements, Katelin will also be traveling abroad in the fall to teach in
Honduras. Au pairing in Spain this
summer is just one step into a potential future of cross-cultural teaching.
For Katelin, the summer abroad is another chance for her to grow spiritually and learn reliance on God.
“I’m really excited to have this time
where I can focus on my relationship
with God and learn more of what it
means to hear his voice,” Katelin said.
“I also think it will be valuable living
in another culture for an extended
period of time like this since I would
hope to be living in another country
someday after I graduate.”
Junior Cassandra Beck will also be
traveling abroad this summer as an
au pair for a Turkish family. This will
be Beck’s second summer working as
an au pair in Istanbul, Turkey.
Cassandra will tutor and take care
of a three-year-old boy as well as assist the pregnant mother in household duties. The family is paying for
her flights, housing, food and vacation expenses. They are even paying
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Beck a $200 weekly stipend, a deal
that is hard to come by in the au pair
world.
“I was still skeptical until we
Skyped. I loved them and realized I’d
be crazy not to take the opportunity!”
Cassandra said. “Since then all the details have fallen easily into place and
it has been extremely clear to me that
this opportunity was given to me and
made possible by the Lord.”
However, time abroad for Christian
au pairs isn’t always easy and sometimes establishing a strong Christian base to fall back on for support
is impossible.
“The family I will be living with is
not Christian, as Turkey is around
96 percent Muslim,” Cassandra said.
“I didn’t expect to be led to do this
again, but because I know God has orchestrated this, I am trusting him totally to provide for all my needs while
I am there.”
Serving for a summer as an au
pair is not only an cultural adventure, but a spiritual challenge, one
that Katelin and Cassandra believe
is worth taking.
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Graduates extend community through sports and service

Reporting by Nicole Arpin

Ask Angelina is designed to answer first world
problems in hyperbole with satirical and
sarcastic answers. The proceedings are not
intended to defame or offend individuals or
groups of people. So please, leave your sensitive
nature at the door and sit back for a laugh.

Dear Angelina, how do I avoid
getting sunburnt this summer?
Stay inside. Buy blackout
shades. Suggest that your parents blast out the windows in
your homes and replace them
with walls. Lastly, make sure to
add sunscreen to your diet. It’s
deliciously healthy and we all
know that Howie Goodman is
actually the only normal one in
“The Benchwarmers.”
Now, just because you’ll be
sweating underneath the covers all summer doesn’t mean
you have to miss all the fun.
Have you ever heard of going
to the beach in your bathtub?
It’s quite the adventure. Order
several bags of sand and cover
the floor with it. Use your art
skills to draw a sun and tape it
over the light. Fill the tub to the
brim, add some toys and jump
right on in. You can even invite
some friends over. I guarantee
you’ll be the coolest kid on the
block. Oh! But don’t forget your
sunscreen! You just can’t ever be
too safe.

Josh Meredith
Coming to Taylor, I wasn’t sure
whether I picked the right school.
They told me all about community in admissions, and that word was
thrown around. But then you come
here and experience it, when you actually see it at work it’s totally different than just hearing it. Then you
understand, “OK. They mean it when
they say community.” My freshman
year, there were a good 10 or 12 seniors on the wing. They really reached
out and spent a lot of time with the
freshmen. I decided to stay in the residence hall for my senior year because
of the seniors from my freshman year.

Mudding:
This is the ultimate ticket to a redneck summer. Find
a friend with a Jeep or a truck. Wait out a giant downpour and then head for the nearest open field. The
whole point to the experience is covering your entire
truck in mud. You get extra redneckery points if you
end up stuck and dig your way out. Of course, make
sure you aren’t trespassing on someone’s field before
you start tearing it up.

Bonfire:
The best way to hold a memorable bonfire is to build
your fire using full-size trees. Forget logs and twig, go
for the big stuff. Light some kindling and let it build
for an hour. You’ll have a fire that’ll toast your marshmallows from 10 feet away.

Fishing:
If you want to call yourself a redneck, then you have
to go fishing at least once. If you’re brave enough,
ditch the pole and go spearing. Of course, make sure
to brew and chill some sweet tea for the trip. It’s even
better out of a mason jar. Finish off the day with a
good old fashioned fish fry. You get extra redneck
points if you clean your own fish.

Homemade Swimming Pool:
Don’t have a pool that you can jump in at any given
time of the day? No problem. Just grab a large tarp
and a pickup truck. Line the truck bed with the tarp,
ensuring the tarp hangs over the sides of the truck.
Grab a hose and fill ‘er up!

Editor’s Note:

Because “Ask Angelina” will not
be returning to print next year,
I would like to thank all my
faithful readers for trusting me

Starting a relationship during
dead week is always a disaster.
You must have been seriously bored, especially if you’re a
senior. Talk about last-minute
scrambling.
The strength of your relationship all depends on what stage
you’re in. There are four stages
in dating: 1. GiggleFest, 2. Quiet, 3. Reality and 4. Acceptance.
The giggle stage needs no explanation. You have stars in your
eyes and it doesn’t even matter
that when she eats, food flies everywhere, because, by golly, she’s
gorgeous. Guess what. In two
weeks, you’re going to throw up
everytime she eats. Your chances of relationship survival are
slim to none. You might as well
be Prim in the Hunger Games.
Next comes the quiet phase.
This is the lovely stage where
everything your partner does
annoys you more than the obnoxious kid in class who asks
questions every time the professor decides to end class early. You’re still pretty idealistic,
so you just grit your teeth and
bear the pain. If his good traits
don’t outshine his sniffling and
snorting habits soon, you should
probably cash in your chips and
walk away. The snorting won’t
ever end.
The reality stage is where the
giggles and the annoyances finally plateau. Chances are, if you
just started dating, you’re not to
this stage yet. Until you can find
the courage to see past his giant
muscles, you’ll just drown in reality and never even come close
to the acceptance stage.
But hey, relationships are a
dime a dozen here at Taylor, so
don’t you worry if he grows facial hair or if her pretty hair falls
flat. There are hundreds of other
eligible bachelors and bachelorettes on campus.

with their first-world problems
and for joining me on this sassy
and snarky advice journey. May
your sarcasm grow and your
problems stay first-world.

Noelle Smith
I had three leaders in my life in high
school that were the neatest people
I’d ever met. They all went to Taylor,
and so I went to Taylor to become a
neat person. I thought, “If Taylor is
producing that quality of person, I
want to be one of those people.” And
so I hope that over these last four
years, I’ve become a neat person. My
mom thinks I’m a neat person, so I
think that’s an OK thing to say.

Sara Wainscott

Dear Angelina, I just started a
new relationship. How do I make
sure that it lasts over the summer?

Ever dreamed of having a redneck summer? Now’s
your chance. Find your oldest flannel shirt and tear
a few holes in it. Grab some overalls from Goodwill
and you’re ready for an unforgettably rowdy and lazy
summer. Don’t forget to chew on some straw. It’s a
redneck must. Complete these four redneck activities
to achieve redneck certification.
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AJ Geick
I’m getting married in 24 days. We
move to California in 25 days. Then
this fall I’m starting at Azusa Pacific’s Counseling and Student Development program. I have an assistantship
and I’m really excited about with their
Strengths Academy. My fiancé will
be working for Verizon as a systems
administrator.

I don’t think I’ll ever be able to say
that I’m ready to leave my friends. I’ve
been friends with most of my closest
friends now since freshman year. We
moved through life all together at
Taylor, and we moved into a house
all together. The relationships I have
with them are deeper than any relationship I’ve had with anyone. It’s
been a really healthy, growing opportunity, and I’m sure it’s shaped who
I’m going to become for the rest of my
life. It’s definitely unique and definitely a blessing.

Matt Poland

Hannah Rodway

I’m going to Chicago to train with
a soccer program called Bridges FC.
I’m going to be doing that to hopefully be able to pursue my dream of
playing professionally. I’m excited. I’m
ready to be devoting most of my time
to soccer instead of having to balance
that with school. Just focusing on becoming a better soccer player.

Time is short here on Taylor’s campus, and these four years have passed
by, but I’ve really learned to value the
investment that you make in friendships, because that will outweigh the
time that you spend with people. It’s
important to be present in those relationships as well. You can’t just give
time, you actually have to give of yourself and invest in others.

Nate Nupanga
One of my favorite memories was
at the All-Star game (basketball) for
intramurals. That year, it was at Anderson. We were down by two points.
The other team had the ball, and
was bringing it down. The guy I was
guarding somehow ran into me and
had an offensive foul that gave us the
ball back with just a few seconds left.
We didn’t know what to do, but Braden Conn just happened to have this
play ready. We threw the ball all the
way down the court and one of our
guys caught it. He shot and banked a
three-pointer, so we won at the buzzer by one point. Then we went on to
the championship game and won. It
was just incredible.

Zach Wilson
Zach Wilson
I’m going to be a digital systems
analyst for Spectrum Health. It’s a
chain of hospitals in western Michigan. I’m going to be living in Grand
Rapids, which is great because I love
the outdoors. Right now I’m looking at an apartment for one, which
is weird because I’ve had the same
roommate and the same room for
four years. It’s going to be a lot of
change.

Alisa Guevara
After graduation, I’m going to Ghana. I am going to be teaching kindergarten. I got the job through the
Network of International Christian
Schools. My professor took me to a
job fair, and I was introduced to this
school in Ghana that sounded so awesome. They pursued me and asked for
an interview, then they offered me a
job at the American International
School of Accra. I love Africa. I went
to Ethiopia last January on a Lighthouse trip.

I hope to work with the elderly in
ministry after I finish my last semester in the fall. I’ve always had a passion for older adults. I work at a senior
living facility in Indianapolis. I really
enjoy older adults and their wisdom.

#TaylorU’s

DC RECIPE WEEK

OF THE

Mini Pizzas!
Grab two English muffins from the toast area and slice in
half. Add several slices of mozzarella or shredded cheese to
them. Add your favorite pizza toppings such as pepperoni,
olives and tomatoes. Sandwich the two sides together. Panini
press it for two minutes to enjoy a unique twist on pizza!

Sara Andler

Email your inventions to
lifeandtimes.echo@gmail.com

TOP
TWEETS
cinnamontoastcoffee @starbucks_venus
Just stuck fingers up my throat.
Thanks #tayloru for NOT LABELING
YOUR ANIMAL CARCASSES.

Echograms #TaylorU

Charissa Lucas @cjoy91
I’m realizing that there’s nothing
more nerve wrecking than meeting
with Dr. Habecker, but having no idea
why. #theHabs #TaylorU
Jessica @hey_itsPBJ
100 days till move in!! #TaylorU
Meghann Bowman @themeqhann
Just when you think your
tweet is good enough to make
@TheEcho_Taylor, @sar_sipe12
tweets something better. #TaylorU
#RoommateJealousy
William Hussey @WilliamHussey56
Strategically placed fire alarm to get
all of Sammy to chapel #tayloru
Sullivan Finlay @hugebluemonster
Just saw a kid get four hashbrowns
at breakfast. FOUR HASHBROWNS.
This is why tuition is so high people.
#tayloru

boltemon: Guess who? #habeckers #tayloru

melmaximillian: Sunset & Friends #sayyestoadventures #tayloru

Joe Bialas @joe_bialas
It’s that time of the year when you
get an email to do course evaluations
every single day and you ignore them
every single day. #tayloru

A&E

“We wanted to portray something very
realistic; a window into a character whose
experiences represent the lives of a lot of
people around us.”
Narratives set to roll
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Narratives set to roll
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A behind-the-scenes look at the
upcoming narrative class films
David Seaman
A&E Editor

The students in the Narrative Filmmaking class will watch their films play for a large audience this Saturday. There will be no more all-nighters, no
more color correction, no more audio sweetening or last-minute editing. These hard-working students will present their visions to the crowd and
hope their films are selected for Taylor’s prestigious Envision Film Festival next March. Here are the films these seniors have put blood, sweat, tears
and digital battery life into, all being presented for free admission on Saturday, May 17 at 7 p.m. in Rediger Auditorium.

“The Matchbreaker”
One word best describes “The
Matchbreaker”: zany.
“It’s been a lot of fun,” says
director Luke Lines. “I’m not
losing any weight this time,
which is different from (Documentary class) last semester.”
The film, described as
both an “anti-romantic comedy” and a “family-friendly
romantic comedy,” is about
two twin sisters, Meg (played
by Stephanie Riley) and Candace (played by Maretta Zilic). Meg always comes up
second to Candace and resents it, so when Candace
starts her own matchmaking business Meg decided to
do the opposite: She founds
a “matchbreaking” business.
The sisters end up competing over the same couple.
Chaos ensues.
Lindsey Snyder is the producer and screenwriter. Like

Photograph by Olivia McCash

Some of the cast and crew for “The Matchbreaker.”

all of the filmmakers, she has
had her share of problems in
the production.
“Production, by definition,
is a problem. So many things
can go wrong,” Snyder says.
“For our group, we have especially struggled with scheduling because our two leads
live over an hour away from

Photograph by Olivia McCash

Luke Lines sets up a scene with his cast.

Taylor. We also have many
different locations in our
film that we have had to
work with.”
Some of those locations
have made production even
more fun, however. One climactic scene takes place on a
tennis court.
“(The scene) involved a steadicam, jib, a dolly and a tennis
ball shooter at various times,”
Snyder says. “We choreographed a short tennis racket
swordfight-style battle. There
was a lot of laughter on set in
this scene!”
For all involved, the experience seemed to be a joy rather
than a burden.
“Personally, I have loved seeing the story I wrote come to
life through these amazing actors and crew and with the help
of our expensive friend the RED
Epic camera,” Snyder says.

Photograph by Rachel Nolan
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Setting up for a scene at a bowling alley.

is thrust into adventure. No
one believes him, not even
the police. The cops give him
him a ski mask and put him
in the local witness protection program, and from there
Jim unwittingly gets caught
up in a bank robbery, kidnapping and the resulting
rescue mission.
“He’s always in the wrong
place at the wrong time,” says
sophomore Tommy Weber,
who plays Jim. It’s a new experience for Weber. Involved
in Taylor’s theatre program,
this is his first time acting
on-screen.
“I’ve been craving something interesting to do, and
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Top: Outside Robbie Allen’s watch and jewelry shop.

I have to say this is exciting,”
Weber says.
Jimmy Vander Galien is the
director, with Patrick Macnider as editor and Claire Truman
as producer. They have faced
many production problems,
from missing pieces of equipment to police showing up
from neighborhood calls of
“criminal activity.”
“On our second shoot out
in the field, it was the epitome of raining cats and dogs
and yet we took out the most
equipment we ever took out
that night—that film shoot
went from 8 p.m. to 5 a.m. the
next morning,” Truman says.
“All through the night we battled the wind, rain, cold, exhaustion and making sure
the equipment was safe from
the elements.”
But for Truman the hardest shoots were the most rewarding. Cast and crew grew
closer as they faced challenges
together. The experiences also
gave Truman the opportunity
to show the hard work of narrative filmmaking.
“Yes, it’s fun. Yes, you get to
do crazy stuff . . . But it’s not
easy,” Truman says. “Filmmaking is one of those industries
where someone can’t have
only creative skills or only
technical skills—it’s the combination of both and the dedication to telling a good story
that makes what we see on the
big screen come to life.”

“Little Dreams”

David Perkins (left) and Dan Morton (right) construct a scene.

motivation,” Geyer says. “He’s
basically Charlie Brown. And
in this story Charlie Brown
grows up.”
The plot is simple, but Nathan Pfaff thinks “Burnout”
will be relatable to audiences.
“We wanted to portray
something very realistic;
a window into a character
whose experiences represent
the lives of a lot of people
around us,” he said. “It is a
portrayal of stagnancy and rejection that might help us understand and overcome the
potential of these problems
in our own lives.”
Cinematographer David
Perkins is using the high-quality RED Epic cameras, which

Rob Allen’s watch and jewelry shop in Upland has been
turned into a bank, and it is
being invaded. Masked bank
robbers in ill-fitting ski masks
jump the counter, demanding cash from the frightened
workers. People scream. Shots
are fired.
“But never where they’re
supposed to be fired,” says actor and senior Thatcher Ritz
with a grin.
The film is “Chasing Petunias,” and it is about a man
named Jim Meyers. Jim lives
in a town where nothing happens. When Jim witnesses a
murder and is seen by the
perpetrators, however, he

Bottom: The cast and crew of “Chasing Petunias.”

“Burnout”
Hanging lights illuminate the
coffee shop. The warm, expansive atmosphere overtakes the
two characters as they enter.
They are alone in this place,
the perfect area to talk. One offers to buy coffee, while the other hesitantly accepts. They sit
down and begin their argument.
The scene is from “Burnout,”
the narrative film of scriptwriter/director Dan Morton,
cinematographer David Perkins and producer Nathan
Pfaff. Borrowing thematic elements from the Coen Brothers’
hit “Inside Llewyn Davis” and
Oscar-winning short “Curfew,”
the film tells the story of Nick
and Natalie, played by senior
Chase Geyer and junior Lexie Owen. Nick is a washedup med school dropout who
scrapes by at his job at a local
bowling alley, trying to convince himself that he’ll go back
to school someday. When he
witnesses regular customer Natalie having a fight with
her fiancé he tries to comfort
her. In order to fully help her,
however, Nick must confront
his own personal issues.
“His whole life is basically burnt out, and he has no

“Chasing Petunias”

all of the narrative filmmakers are using, to the fullest of
its many capacities. By filming
in places with haze and smoke
he hopes to create impressive
three-dimensional images
that pop out from the screen.
Even with an impressive script
and excellent film equipment,
there have been some problems
along the way. The group had
to spend three days recreating
their editing timeline because
the software used couldn’t handle the type of audio file they recorded. A woman disrupted the
coffee shop scene with strange
ramblings. The workload itself
is overwhelming.
Pfaff edited the documentary
“The Advocate” last semester,
which has been steadily gathering awards both local and national. “This has definitely been
the most busy and stressful time
in my Taylor career,” Pfaff says.
But ultimately it has been a rewarding experience.
“Most of the moments I
wouldn’t change at all and I’m
thankful I’ve had the other two
guys to share it with. We have
all grown and learned so much
and in the end have come out
with something beautiful that
we can be proud of and share
with others.”

Micah Hancock and Nick
Chamberlain have nothing
to prove. After winning the
Best Drama award at their
first Envision festival with the
film “Broken,” the team went
on to gather local film awards
for the ambitious “MovieMe”
and the Envision festival’s Best
Visual Effects and Cinematography award for “The White
Chalk.” But they feel that their
best work is this, their final
film together before graduating: “Little Dreams.”
The film has Chamberlain
as cinematographer and
Hancock as producer, with
Kevin Schillinger directing
and Jordan Miller editing.
“Little Dreams” is the story

of Mark (played by Sean Taylor) and his daughter (played
by eight-year-old Maria
Wood). Mark is a businessman who spends the last day
with his daughter before she
moves away with her mother. After adventures at a park
and a fun center, he is faced
with a dilemma. Mark has
two dreams: getting a great
job and living a life with his
daughter. Which one, ultimately, will he choose?
The group’s previous projects have been heavily visual
works with glimpses of deeper themes. “Little Dreams”
does have the usual trademarks: there is use of green
screen, inventive use of film
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gels for passing headlights
and creative camera angles.
But the story is the most important part.
“This has the best ending of
all our films, that’s for sure,”
Chamberlain says with confidence. “I think it’s our best
work, too. The last five minutes
of the movie will move you.”
Filming many of the scenes,
especially in the park and fun
center, were the best parts of
production for the group. “We
filled up the Escapades Family
Fun Center (in Muncie),” Hancock says. “The staff was great;
they closed down the building
and let us film where we wanted.” Shooting on the third level
of the play tubes and in ball pits
created a fun atmosphere, complete with musical interludes.
The filmmaking process
for all the narrative projects
took over two weeks, and one
45-second green-screen car
shot took a whole day to film
for “Little Dreams”. But shooting time is nothing compared
to the lasting impact Hancock,
Chamberlain and the rest of
the crew are confident their
film will make.

Top: Cast and crew get ready for a scene.
Bottom: Sean Taylor plays Mark and Maria Wood plays his daughter.
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“We help to make their lives better and to
spread the Gospel by example and word.”
Saints serving Marion

TheEchoNews.com

Senior Sojourner continued from page 1

Boehning could not stay in the States
for long. Soon after his trip to Spain,
he traveled to Bolivia and was given
the opportunity to participate in BOLMUN (Bolivia Model United Nations),
similar to the mock United Nations
debate in Chicago. Boehning considers BOLMUN one of his coolest international experiences.
“I was debating foreign policy
with all of the top Bolivian students
throughout Bolivia. . . . I was actually
representing Canada to discuss the
Palestine/Israeli debate and conflict
. . . out of 350 students there, there
were all Bolivians, one Argentine and
then myself. So I was the only American, and I stood out! I really stood
out,” Boehning said, laughing.
Boehning explained his enjoyment of the event and how he made
many friends. Representing Canada
and being the only white individual, many Bolivians asked him what
life in Canada was like. When he
wasn’t trying to explain that he was
actually American, he was learning
about the different perspectives on
the debate topic.
“(BOLMUN) was a cool experience,
even to see more of how complex
these world issues are . . . it was really good for me because sometimes
the United States . . . and Americans
hold a more Israeli point of view . .
. and me representing Canada I had
to hold a 100 percent pro-Israel view,

but I realized very quickly that I didn’t
have a lot of friends in this debate. I
had Israel, I had the United States and
I had myself (Canada).”
Throughout the debate, Boehning
was challenged to support Canada’s
stance, but he also reflected on his
personal views.
“The rest of the world was pro-Palestine. That was really an eye-opening
experience to listen and be debating
and looking around the room and realizing, ‘Wow, my views . . . are very
much in the minority in comparison
to the rest of the world,’ and then to
hear these well-educated students arguing for Palestine, there were times
where I had to step back and think,
‘What do I personally believe about
this issue, because that’s a really good
point,’” Boehning said.
However, his cultural experience
didn’t end with Bolivia. Boehning’s
internship in the U.S. Embassy in El
Salvador was his next destination.
“I worked with visas and passports
and American citizen services to
make sure that Americans were well
protected within El Salvador, because
at times it can be a dangerous country,” Boehning said.
His internship at the embassy was
another step toward Boehning’s
dream career.
“I would love to eventually work in
foreign diplomacy. . . . The path to become a diplomat is extremely difficult
and a slow process, but working in the
embassy as an undergrad put me in a

Boehning not only worked at the US Embassy,
but was also a member of the Embassy Soccer Team.
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Boehning in Santa Cruz, Bolivia participating in the mock United Nations debate (BOLMUN).

really good position to be successful
in this career,” Boehning said.
Boehning explained that God was
at work through each of his international travel experiences. His life was
led and his desires changed over the
course of each trip.
“I think we all struggle with understanding God’s plans for our
lives, and sometimes God makes it
a little bit harder for us to find, and
then sometimes God makes it really obvious. I think God has made it
pretty clear to me that this is a career path, or at least a field, that is
so important to me that he wants
me to pursue it.”
Boehning’s semester in El Salvador
has given him even more clarity on
the direction God is leading him for
the future, as well as providing him
experience with working with people
of other cultures. God gave him many
opportunities and let him pick.
“It’s been exciting to me to see doors
open that I didn’t think ever should’ve
opened, or I never expected to open.”
Not only did God open doors for
Boehning to visit other countries, but
he paved the way for Boehning to attend Taylor. Although Boehning loved
the global aspect of Taylor, it wasn’t
what got him to campus.
“Tennis played a big factor in my
decision to come to Taylor.”

Saints serving Marion
Teresa Campbell continues
the family tradition of
serving and witnessing to
broken individuals at St.
Martin Community Center
Nicole Arpin
L&T Co-Editor

Every day at 10:45 a.m., two men join
rapidly-forming lines. One man, a Taylor University student, meanders to
the dining commons in plenty of time
for lunch at 11:00 a.m. He devoured
his large breakfast just before chapel, so his stomach isn’t quite ready for
lunch yet, but this slot is the only time
his schedule allows. As he checks his
email on his iPhone, he overhears
other smartphone-toting students
in a half-hearted conversation.
“I’m starving,” a girl complains. “I
had to skip breakfast for my 8 a.m.”
Only 13.8 miles away, another man
steps into a long line. His stomach
squirms, shrieks and shouts, “I’m
empty!” The woman in front of him
juggles a baby on her hip while scolding the small children darting between her legs. A crowd of migrant
workers shuffle behind, chattering
cheerfully in their native tongues.

Soon, hundreds of wildly diverse people will compose this long line, united
in one need: their hunger.
Each member of this second line
waits expectantly for a loud bell to
ring and signal the filling of their
empty stomachs. As the noise dies
down, a small woman steps to the
front of the line. The hungry group
silences in respect and removes their
hats before this curly-haired, bespectacled saint blesses the food.
Teresa Campbell, director of St. Martin Community Center in Marion, Ind.,
knows how to feed her neighbors. For
the past 50 years, Campbell’s family
members have worked to reverse the
painful effects of poverty and hunger in
their downtown Marion neighborhood.
“My mom and her sister started (St.
Martin’s) in 1968. It just kept growing
and went from just a few people to begin
with to now we’re serving 8,000 meals a
month. It’s astronomical. God has shown
favor to St. Martin’s,” said Campbell.
St. Martin’s serves far beyond its
soup kitchen. The community center
also hosts a large thrift shop which
funds its breakfast and lunch programs. In addition, the center operates a food pantry which provides
basic food items to needy families.
These other services aid St. Martin’s
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patrons, who are often forced to
choose between food, medicine and
shelter, according to Campbell.
Marion wasn’t always so deeply affected by poverty. When Campbell
was young, jobs were plentiful at the
Ball Glass, RCA and wire factories.
“During that time when jobs were
plentiful, the need for education
was not expressed within families.
You could quit school at 15 and go
get a job and support your family,”
Campbell said.
Unfortunately, most of the factories
themselves have closed; the companies which owned them left Marion in
the past 30 years or so. When the factories left, so did Marion’s jobs.
“In short, the jobs are gone. Glass
was changed over to plasticware, so
those factories closed. We have mostly cell phones and don’t need telephone wires anymore. During that
transition, all the wire factories went
down,” Campbell said.
As jobs left Marion, families did
not adapt well. Many continued to
encourage high school students to
drop out. Campbell sees this failure
to adjust as the first step toward systemic, generational poverty.
“When the jobs started moving out,
the thought of having a job and going
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Boehning played tennis in high
school, but broke his arm senior year
and lost many college offers, except
for Coach Taylor from Taylor University. Boehning wasn’t quick to accept,
since Taylor wasn’t high on his list,
but soon agreed to tryout after realizing it may be his only offer.
“The minute I came to Taylor, went
on the tour, and then I said, ‘Yes, this
is what I want. This is the school.’”
From that moment on Boehning
fell more in love with Taylor, its atmosphere and its global focus.
“What got me to Taylor was Coach
Taylor and the tennis team, and
what made me fall in love with Taylor was the global awareness, focus,
and emphasis…It’s really easy to become very self-focused on what’s
happening in our lives, happening
in our little town and our university. And I respected and appreciated Taylor a lot because when I came
here on the visit I saw different cultures, I saw an emphasis on global
awareness. That’s originally what
drew me to Taylor, and I haven’t
been disappointed.”
Boehning was captain of the men’s
tennis team and President of Global Engagement during fall of his senior year, but stepped down in the
spring to intern in El Salvador. He
also worked as an ESL (English as

Second Language) tutor for a couple of years, and volunteered once
a week at Tucker Career Center. He
helped recent immigrants acclimate
to the American culture and language, and was able to use his Spanish skills to help make things clearer
for the immigrants.
“I really tried to maximize my
time here at Taylor. Taylor grants
students a lot of of cool opportunities as long as they’re willing to take
them. Personally, I feel that students who are willing to get out of
their comfort zone and explore have
a greater experience and finish Taylor more content.”
Boehning clarified he is not advocating that every student travel abroad
during their time at Taylor, but expresses his satisfaction and gratefulness for the experiences he was able
to have during his time at Taylor.
“The opportunity to stretch ourselves,
either in Taylor or outside of Taylor, is the
best way to maximize our time.”
Boehning would not change one
thing about his time at Taylor.
“I’ve absolutely loved my Taylor experience. All four years present their
own unique challenges and rewards.
I love the people, both students and
professors and I think Taylor has contributed a lot to making me the person I am today.”

to school was gone. Sixteen (years
old) was the standard, and then you
quit school. Without the jobs to take
that place, you just start falling into
deeper poverty,” Campbell said.
As one of the four poorest counties in the state, Grant County faces
more than hunger issues. The Marion
Chronicle-Tribune reports that child
abuse cases rose from 1,154 in 2012 to
2,165 in 2013. In that article, the Prevent Child Abuse vice president detailed some of her reasons behind the
rising amount of neglect cases.
“This winter has been hard on a lot
of people. You don’t have heat in the
home, so then you have children who
are being neglected because they’re
cold. It all plays into that role of neglect.
It’s a vicious cycle,” she said.
Campbell and her team at St. Martin’s
hope to witness into this dark and hurting community of broken individuals.
“I love them. I love them and I
want something good for them,”
Campbell said.
She knows that despite her love for
the people, she cannot create perfect
solutions for them.
“Jesus said, ‘The poor will always
be with you,’ and that is so true. I remind myself of that because it helps
me keep going that he knew that
there was no magic bullet to fix that
problem,” Campbell said.
Even though large-scale societal
change is difficult, Campbell finds
hope on an individual level.

“We help to make their lives better and to spread the Gospel by example and word. That’s why we have
hope. We know that we’re doing good
things, even though it takes a lot of
time to see change and improvement,” Campbell said.
By satisfying basic needs, Campbell sees an opportunity to fill spiritual hunger as well.
“If you’re not warm and fed with those
fundamental things that you need to be
safe and satisfied, then you’re looking
for those things, you’re not looking for
God. You’re looking for those things to
fill that void,” Campbell said.
Campbell hopes Taylor students
will come help fill spiritual and emotional needs of St. Martin’s neighbors.
“You don’t even have to work. Just
come in, get a tray and sit beside the
people and talk to those around you.
Ask them how they’re doing. If they
get used to seeing you then they start
knowing something’s different about
you. When they know there’s something different, it gives them something to hope for that this isn’t all
there is,” Campbell said.
Today, in two dining halls 13.8 miles
apart, two groups of people will eat. One
group is hungry physically, emotionally and spiritually. The other group has
been filled up and is ready to be poured
out. Their physical work, emotional
comfort and spiritual food are desperately needed at St. Martin Community Center, 901 Branson Street, Marion.
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St. Martin Community Center serves the hurting community of downtown Marion, Ind.

OPINIONS

I don’t think those of us who hold to a
traditional sexual ethic can—or should—
stop at holding fast to our beliefs in the face
of our culture.
Thinking deeper about ‘sexual pluralism’
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Love out loud
Kari Travis

Co-Editor in Chief

I hate goodbyes.
That’s why I put off this article all
week. That’s why it’s taken me three
hours of typing, deleting and retyping
to produce any complete sentences.
Because to say a proper farewell, I
have to reveal my feelings. Tears must
be shed. Laughter must be shared.
Memories, buried deep, must be revisited—just one more time.
Melodramatic, I know. But consider
yourself warned. This goodbye ritual
is exactly what I’m about to do.
I have spent over three years now
in what some might consider an allout love affair with The Echo. Like
any relationship, it has evolved over
time. It began as a casual friendship
and transformed into a long-term
commitment.
The Echo can’t be defined as just
a newspaper. Its worth isn’t contained in words or photographs or
the awards on our office wall. Its
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significance can’t even be described
by the hours of hard work and headaches suffered by our production
team on Thursday nights.
To us—to me—The Echo is something that stretches beyond all tangible value.
The Echo is family.
You might call us sentimental. You
might call us a Taylor cliche. You
might even call us a little crazy.
That’s fine. That’s probably true.
And that’s where I start getting
emotional.
See, of all the things I have loved
during the past four years, I have
loved The Echo most. Not because
of the strain, the stress or the scramble to meet deadlines. Not even because of the satisfaction that comes
from hugging a copy of the finished
product each Friday morning.
I started this “relationship” for the
sake of the job—and I stayed for the
sake of the people. Because I love
them, probably more than they even
realize. It’s something I don’t feel I’ve
said enough.
That’s where we come back to my
original point. I hate goodbyes.
But I have a theory. It’s not so much
the goodbye that I dread so much as
the regrets that come after the goodbye is said. I have a hunch that this is
true for other human beings as well.
The fact is, goodbyes are inevitable.
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My four-year plan was flawless. Better than flawless, actually, because I
only needed three years to graduate.
Nothing could throw my train off the
college fast track..
At least, that’s what I thought.
For the last month, I have watched
my perfect plan deflate like a balloon
until I’m ready to explode.
I’ve run from one university office to
another, only to be redirected without
receiving any answers. Nearly every
door has been sealed with red tape.
Over the past several weeks, I’ve had
to spend more time meeting with professors about my class schedule than
doing my homework.
The first balloon to pop: Expository Writing.
As a journalism major, I will be the
first to admit the value of the written
(or typed) word. But also, as a journalism major, I am required to write.
A lot. Since the main purpose of the
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We must say them sooner or later. But
regrets are optional. We can choose
how many we carry with us after a
season is ended, a door is closed and
a goodbye is said.
Because regrets are memories that
should be made, but never are.
Wherever you are in your life—
whether you are graduating from
Taylor, or coming back for another
year—take a step back and evaluate.
What do you love? More to the point,
who do you love?

And most importantly, how are you
loving these people today?
When we truly love what we have
before it’s time to let it go, we can say
farewell knowing we carry fond memories, not deep regrets. That’s why I
want to say just a couple more things
before I close this—the last article I
will ever write to you here.
No matter who you are, what you
do or where you go, it’s your life—not
your work—that you will ultimately
share with others.

Expository Writing class is to prepare
students for college-level writing, I
feel that the training I received from
other classes as well as working for
The Echo is sufficient to allow me to
CLEP. So I didn’t think it would be an
issue to take the test over Christmas
break to earn Expos credit.
I took the necessary steps only to
discover that the test-taking deadline
for incoming freshmen was Oct. 15.
This is the only CLEP exam to have a
set deadline.
The deadline is not stated in an obvious location, and no freshman is
well enough acquainted with Taylor by Oct. 15 to know the rules of the
game. At the very least, Taylor should
clarify the deadline’s purpose. Cut-off
dates should be consistent across all
CLEP exams and not be subject to
change at the whim of a department.
Balloon number two: Spanish.
To schedule my credits in order to
graduate early, I planned on taking an
online Spanish course through a community college near my hometown.
I found a class that seemed to fit all
of Taylor’s requirements and passed
the placement test to register for the
community college.
One week later, the Registrar emailed

me that my request had been denied
because Taylor doesn’t accept online
Spanish classes. According to Spanish
department chair Elizabeth Messer,
this is because there is no speaking
interaction between students in an
Internet-only setting.
If this is the case, why does Taylor
allow online public speaking courses?
And just how much “interaction” do
students experience in a classroom
setting in which the professor lectures
for 50 minutes?
And since I now have no other option than to take Spanish at Taylor,
it is frustrating that the only classes
that fit in my schedule were already
full when I registered. This means
that I can’t take the Spanish course
I need until next spring.
If Taylor offered all four general education Spanish courses every semester, there would be less difficulty
getting into required classes at a convenient time.
The bureaucracy I’ve run up against
over the past few weeks has been
maddening, but the worst part is that
it hasn’t ended.
One class I registered for added a
prerequisite without announcing
the change. Another listed the wrong
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So to my Echo family—and Taylor
family—before I say goodbye, I want
you to know this.
Be in the moment. Be wise about
the future. Live with memories, and
without regrets. Be in Him, and with
Him and for Him. Be courageous to
admit when you’ve made mistakes,
and quick to forgive those whose mistakes have hurt you.
Above all, defy the unspoken—and
love out loud.
I love you — Kari
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Four year plans can pop like balloons.

time on the course catalog.
Too many questions, no coherent answers.
I understand that registration is a
stressful time for most students, and
that the most carefully thought-out
plans often change. But when the
changes are on the university’s side,
they add an unnecessary weight to
the burden.
Work with me, and I’ll work
with you.
Just don’t burst my bubble.

Thinking deeper about ‘sexual pluralism’
Jeremy Erickson
Alumni Contributor

Last week, Dr. Spiegel wrote an editorial that focused primarily on a trend
toward affirming certain same-sex relationships. The surrounding debate
is one I’ve been following with interest for years. You see, ever since puberty I’ve found myself attracted, in
a way that includes a sexual component, to people of both sexes. And in
the past several years, I’ve gotten to
know quite a few other Christians in
a similar boat, though many have no
heterosexual feelings. This is not an
abstract theological debate for me;
it’s about the way these friends and I
should live as followers of Christ. Ultimately, I still hold to and live by the
traditional sexual ethic that I believe
is indeed taught in Scripture: Sex is
only appropriate within heterosexual marriage. That said, I have some
serious concerns about Dr. Spiegel’s arguments.
Dr. Spiegel claims that there are no

serious arguments against the traditional ethic. He apparently isn’t very
familiar with its more thoughtful critics, like Justin Lee, James Brownson
and others. They often give a range
of exegetical, hermeneutical, linguistic, historical, theological and pragmatic arguments against that ethic. I
have not personally found these arguments convincing, but they’re still arguments that persuade many people.
Dr. Spiegel also makes the common
mistake of confusing something being involuntary with that something
having a simple biological cause. We
don’t know whether same-sex attraction is inborn, but the testimony of
a vast number of people with widely varying moral beliefs does establish that it is usually involuntary. A
common follow-up argument that Dr.
Spiegel ignores is that it is cruel and
unfair to expect gay people to live by
the traditional teaching. If we want to
defend traditional teaching, we have
to start by honestly understanding
the arguments used against it and
representing those arguments fairly.

Dr. Spiegel also doesn’t seem to
grasp why the debate on gay relationships within Christianity is primarily
a modern Western phenomenon. One
important factor is that only recently
have a nontrivial number of those of
us attracted to the same sex felt safe
enough to talk about our own experiences, and that only in the West
has the social and legal climate really been conducive.
When people do hear from us, they
usually start to view us differently.
For example, they learn that most of
us did not choose to be attracted to
the same sex and that those who enter gay relationships are often driven more by love than lust. The task
facing those of us with a traditional
ethic is to show that this increased
understanding does not require
quite the change in doctrine it seems
to suggest.
I don’t think those of us who hold
to a traditional sexual ethic can—
or should—stop at holding fast to
our beliefs in the face of our culture. We need to make sure we are

understanding the actual objections
people are raising, and we must be
prepared to learn from those we disagree with. We also must examine
more holistically how our Christian
faith informs our interactions with
LGBT people. We must not stop at sexual ethics, but also need to consider the ways we are called to love our
neighbors, to bear one another’s burdens and to take the logs out of our
own eyes before removing the specks
from the eyes of others.
We must be willing to examine our
own hearts and to repent of our own
sins against LGBT people, something
I’ve definitely had to do myself many
times. When we think about how we
relate to LGBT people and talk about
LGBT issues, we should be concerned
primarily not about our relationship
with our culture, but about our calling
as Christians. For more thoughts, you
can read the blog Spiritual Friendship
(http://spiritualfriendship.org) that I
contribute to.

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to adam_kelly@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m.
Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.

TROJAN NATION

“You may change religion or politics but
not teams.”
Anybody’s game

TheEchoNews.com/Sports

NFL
Draft

Chris Yingling
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The Waterboy
This is not a column titled after the 1998
comedy with Adam Sandler. It’s a place to
take a break from the action, step over to the
sideline and let me refresh you with a cold
cup of sports knowledge. Every other week,
I’ll give a response to the professional and
college sports worlds’ latest controversy.

Anybody’s
game

News Co-Editor

Perhaps one of the most highly anticipated in years, the 2014 NFL Draft that
promised crazy trades, blockbuster
signings and dramatic slides didn’t
disappoint. The Johnny Manziel craziness highlighted night one, along
with big trades in the first round,
while the next two days created the
real backbone for teams.

Jeff Yoder
Sports Editor

Here are some notable tidbits from
the 2014 NFL draft:

Nailed it
Jacksonville
Jaguars

St. Louis
Rams

A team that is known for having
horrible drafts in the past finally
struck gold in this one. A team that
has more holes than any team in the
NFL addressed every major need in
this draft. While taking former UCF
quarterback Blake Bortles at No. 3
might be a bit of a reach, the Jags got
a steal by taking former USC wideout
Marqise Lee at the top of the second
round. Former OU Sooner Aaron Colvin, nabbed in the fourth round, has
second-round talent at cornerback
and experience at safety, dropping
due to possible injury concerns. A
great grab for a team in bad need of
a corner.

Possibly the biggest winners in
the first two days, the Rams picked
very well in the 2014 draft. The picks
weren’t sexy, but this offensive line
now ranks in the top of the NFL
with Auburn-product Greg Robinson shoring up the right side of the
line. Getting Aaron Donald at 13 improves an already stellar pass-rush,
and anchors the run-stopping unit.
Picking up Heisman finalist Tre Mason injects some life into an already
talented backfield.

Writer’s note: The Rams have made bank from trading the 2012 #2 overall pick
to the Redskins, used to obtain quarterback Robert Griffin III. Since then, the
Rams have drafted Michael Brockers, Isaiah Pead, Janoris Jenkins, Alec Ogletree, Zac Stacy and now Robinson. Five out of the six are projected to start
Week 1. Not bad for one first round pick.

No. 1 overall pick Jadeveon Clowney looks to make an immediate in the AFC South.

What were they doing?
Indianapolis
Colts

Miami
Dolphins

It’s not really a surprise to find the
Colts on the bottom of this draft with
only four picks and no first-rounder in the deepest draft in years. Offensive lineman Jack Mewhort from
Ohio State was a solid pick to shore
up the interior of a line that needs
help, but the rest of the picks could
be considered stretches. And with
free safety as a primary concern, not
one was taken. However, if the NFL
has learned anything about the Indianapolis Colts’ draft strategy, it’s to
not underestimate general manager
Ryan Grigson’s picks.

Taking Tennessee offensive lineman
Ja’Wuan James in the middle of the
first round was a real head-scratcher. Miami is a team that needs a tackle, but four or five lineman projected
above James were still available with
the pick. Adding LSU standout receiver Jarvis Landry gave a little juice to
an often lackluster offense, but the
picks don’t really stand out as anything that will help the team move
into AFC East contention.

Best moves
Buffalo
Bills

May 16, 2014

Cleveland
Browns

move for Sammy Watkins

on Thursday Night

On Thursday night, the Bills issued
a very powerful statement to the New
England Patriots by moving up and
drafting Clemson star wideout Sammy Watkins. Per draft analyst Mike
Mayock, the Bills said, “If we can’t
stop your offense, we’ll outgun you.”
Reminiscent of Atlanta’s move to take
Julio Jones in 2011, the Bills are looking
to arm their young gunslinger (quarterback E.J. Manuel) with a dynamic
weapon outside. It may have been at a
tall price (2015 first and fourth round
picks), but the Bills are in a “win now”
mode. With Watkins across from last
year’s rookie standout Robert Woods,
the Bills might have given Manuel the
tools to win now.

While he might not be the most
complete corner in the draft, Oklahoma State standout Justin Gilbert
has cover skills comparable to Darrelle Revis. Trading down to get the
guy that head coach Mike Pettine has
been wanting opposite starter Joe Haden was a masterful move. Not only
did the Browns have another pick in
the first round, but they’ve inherited
another for next year.
Then, Cleveland made the pick of
the draft as they traded up with the
Eagles from 26 to 22 to grab Texas
A&M quarterback Johnny Manziel,
the highest touted player in the draft.
“Johnny Football” is a different quarterback than Cleveland (or the NFL)
has ever seen. The pick finally injects
a little bit of adrenaline into a franchise that is devoid of it.

*All photos are from google images, ESPN or getty images.

The No. 4 overall pick, Sammy Watkins looks to be the Buffalo Bills No. 1 receiver next year.

Johnny Manziel showcases his signature celebratory hand gesture.

Sports are unique. They are both a
business and a mission field, a career
and a hobby, a divider and unifier. No
matter religion, ethnicity, language,
political views or social status, you
can pick up a ball put all of these
things aside.
For my last column—the 24th in
the last two years—I’m not covering
a current event or topic. Nothing controversial will be discussed here. You
won’t learn anything from this article. Instead, I hope you gain an appreciation for the only thing on earth
powerful enough to create both peace
and war.
Sports tear apart neighboring cities
like Durham and Chapel Hill (homes
to Duke and North Carolina) while
healing the wounds of New York and
Boston after unthinkable tragedies.
They break barriers like language
and race. Movies like “Remember the
Titans,” “Glory Road” and “42” proved
that. Dirk Nowitzki is German, Manu
Ginobili is Argentinian and Tony
Parker is French, but the most “American” state of Texas couldn’t care less.
My favorite sports writer Rick
Reilly says, “You may change religion or politics but not teams.” If
you disagree with this statement,
then you’re no more of a sports fan
than I am a vegetarian—and I hate
lettuce. It’s crunchy, flavorless water. It reminds me of how much I
hate LeBron. And while those negative feelings toward him stem from
the numerous times he’s beaten my
team, I appreciate, respect and love
what he can do on the court.
That’s the magic of sport. It’s toppings of love and hate on a deep-dish
pizza, filled with layers of joy and
tears. It’s delicious but always accompanied by an aftertaste if your team
doesn’t win a championship.
That taste doesn’t go away either.
Whether it’s a Super Bowl loss or a
B-league intramural championship
meltdown, you’re stuck with it like a bad
tattoo. And I mean that statement literally for the Kentucky fan who got “National Champs 2014” tatted on his arm
before this year’s NCAA Tournament.
Sports are the purest form of commitment. You may get married, you
may get divorced, but you’ll never
abandon your team. This is especially true for a Boston sports fan—not after eight World Series titles (Red Sox),
six Stanley Cups (Bruins), three Super
Bowls (Patriots) and 17 NBA titles (Celtics). No, you’re a Boston fan for life.
And after 106 years of an ongoing
World Series drought, there are still
Chicago Cubs fans living among us.
Cursed or not, you won’t give up on
your team, and I love it.
So don’t quit on your team. Don’t
let tallies in the loss column get you
down. Don’t flip-flop between teams
because the rest of us—the ones
who take pride in being true fans—
don’t want our teams dealing with
bandwagoners.
Sports are the most inclusive and
exclusive thing in God’s creation. Approximately 2 percent of Division 1
college football players will be signed
or accepted by a professional team.
Meanwhile, I can live in Indiana, be
a Philadelphia Eagles addict—living and dying by the green and white
wings—and nobody can stop me. It’s
a “members only” VIP club on the first
floor and a “walk-ins welcome” viewing party on the second.
Sure, there are team owners, general managers and league officials.
They’re in charge. They make the
rules. And while they run the show,
continually making changes and
over-regulating everything, they can’t
stop you from being a fan or playing
for fun. Sport is a freedom. Nobody
owns it. It’s anybody’s game.

FOLLOW COLUMNIST
JEFF YODER @jyode8

TROJAN NATION

“My hope is that it will make us work harder for
each other and to want to become a better team this
coming year.”
Softball gets historic win before getting
eliminated
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Nine TU track members to compete at Nationals
Erin Price

Kerigan Riley

Ethan Evans

Senior
Heppner, Ore.
400m Hurdles

Freshman
Livonia, Mich.
4x800m Relay

Senior
Muncie, Ind.
10,000m Run

Anna Meyer

Grace Carver

Matt Hall

Sophomore
South Haven, Mich.
Steeplechase

Sophomore
South Haven, Mich.
4x800m Relay

Freshman
Crete, Ill.
5,000m Run

Elaine Schmeltz

Jane Hawks

Luke Currens

Junior
Laville, Ind.
Steeplechase/4x800m

Sophomore
Rockford, Mich.
4x800m Relay

Senior
Wadsworth, Ohio
110m Hurdles

Softball gets historic win before getting eliminated
Steve Nafziger
Sports Writer

T

U softball made history in
Waleska, Ga., during the
NAIA tournament where
the Trojans recorded
their first win on the national stage in program history. Taylor
dropped the first game of the tournament to Biola before beating Georgetown in the second game. Taylor was
eventually eliminated by another loss
to Biola.
“I am proud of the way we competed as a team,” said head coach Brad
Bowser. “This group of very talented,
hard-working players has a desire to
play at the highest level and wants to
compete against the best players in
the country.”
The Trojans hoped to swing the bat
like they did in the Crossroads League
Tournament, when they scored five or
more runs in each game before entering the NAIA Tournament. The No. 12
Biola Eagles had other plans as they
shutout Taylor in the first game 4-0.
The game remained scoreless after
three innings before the Eagles got on
the board in the fourth inning following

back-to-back walks given up by junior
Hannah Klebesadel. Biola plated three
before the Trojans could get out of the
inning behind pitcher Hannah Robbins.
Freshmen Alex Lovelace and Lauren Ehle led the Trojans offensively
as Lovelace hit a double to deep center in the sixth and Ehle went 2-3 in
the shutout.
Taylor went in the record books on
the second day of the tournament as
the Trojans defeated Georgetown in
extra innings by a score of 4-3.
Georgetown got out to an early 2-0
lead before the Trojans recorded one
run in the third, fourth and sixth innings, tying the score as regulation
came to a close.
Senior Karon Earley was the hero in
the eighth inning. A double down the
left field line from Early that scored
sophomore Mackenzie Hiers was all
it took for the Trojans to win in walkoff fashion.
“Karon has been so good for us for
four years,” Bowser said. “It had to
have been the highlight of her career,
and that hit gave us our first national championship win, which is big for
the program.”
Taylor finished the season with a
second loss to Biola 4-1. The Trojans

Athlete of the Year

Josh DeGraaf
Year

Junior

Hometown

Morris, IL

Nickname

JD, Diz, Stoneman

Favorite baseball memory

Dog piling on the field after winning
conference tournament

Favorite pump-up song

“Burn like a star” (by Rend Collective)

Best Coach Gould moment

Relentlessly trying to get coach Atkinson to ride a jet ski in the Bahamas
2.51 season ERA / six complete games /
Led NAIA in strikeouts (93)
Photograph by Josh Adams

Key stats

Photograph by Josh Adams

Freshman Alex Lovelace foul tips a pitch in last week’s Crossroads League Tournament.

ended with a 42-17 record, the best in
the program’s history. They set season school records in team batting average, runs scored, hits, home runs
and RBIs, among others. Along with
the new records came the first regular season league title, the first league
tournament title since 1999 and the
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first ever win in the NAIA tournament.
“Now that we have been to the national tournament, I believe this will
make our team want to do that each
year,” Bowser said. “My hope is that
it will make us work harder for each
other and to want to become a better
team this coming year.”

With such a young squad, the Taylor softball program appears to be
on the rise. The Trojans lose three
players to graduation while the majority of the team will remain intact
and look to continue from this record-breaking season.

Team of the Year

Women’s Cross Country
Highest place finish in NAIA National Tournament in program history
(10th)
Highest season-ending ranking in program history (10th)
Three NAIA Scholar-Athletes (all juniors) in Jenna Norris, Allison Steinbeck
and Laura Liechty
The TU women’s cross country team graduates only one senior, leaving
sky-high hopes for next fall.
Photograph provided by Coach White

